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Concepts

What is MPS?

Media Processing Service (MPS) is a cloud-based multimedia transcoding and processing service capable of
handling vast amounts of data. You can use it to transcode your videos stored in the cloud to make them suitable for
OTT services or playback on PC and mobile devices. You can also transcode videos to different bitrates and

resolutions for different platforms. Other services MPS offers include watermarking, video screenshot, smart thumbnail
generation, smart editing, etc.

What is video bitrate?

Video bitrate is the number of data bits transferred per unit time. It is often measured in Kbps, or kilobits per second. 
Bitrate (Kbps) = File size (KB) × 8 ÷ Transfer time (s)

What is TESHD in MPS?

TESHD is a process where videos are processed to reduce bandwidth usage while retaining or improving video

quality. It allows you to deliver higher-definition videos to your users with less bandwidth usage.

Does MPS use hardware or software for decoding?

MPS offers video processing services such as on-cloud transcoding, watermarking, thumbnail generation, and smart
editing. It does not offer decoding services.

What is the basic process involved in using MPS?

The process includes configuring workflows, triggering transcoding tasks, executing transcoding tasks, and sending
event notifications. The figure below shows how a workflow works.

FAQs
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https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33475
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Features

Does MPS provide test accounts?

No, it doesn’t.

What screenshot taking modes does MPS support?

MPS supports time point screenshot (single screenshots), sampled screenshot (multiple screenshots), and image
sprite screenshot. For details, see “Screenshot Template” in Template Settings.

Does MPS support regular expressions?

No, it doesn’t.

Does MPS support multi-task processing?

Yes, it does.

Will multi-task processing slow down the overall progress?

No, it won’t.

Does MPS support video splicing?

Yes, it does. You cannot splice videos via the console but can call an API to splice videos. For detailed directions, see
EditMedia.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33486
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/37460
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Does MPS support video compression?

No, it doesn’t.

Does MPS support video rotation?

No, it doesn’t. 
MPS allows you to transcode your videos stored in the cloud to make them suitable for OTT services or playback on

PC or mobile devices. It also supports watermarking and screenshot taking.

Can MPS convert images to videos?

No, it can’t.

Can I increase the number of tags for AI analysis?

The top 5 tags are displayed and cannot be adjusted currently. If you want to display more, try frame tags.

Can MPS convert the audio in video files to text?

MPS can perform content recognition on videos and the results include text converted from audio.

Does smart thumbnail generation support animated images?

No, it doesn’t. 

Smart thumbnail generation is selecting one or several screenshots from a video as the thumbnail based on content
analysis results. It does not support animated thumbnails. Currently, you can only generate animated thumbnails by
configuring templates. For detailed directions, see Animated Image Generating.

Can a workflow output to multiple directories?

MPS does not support outputting to multiple directories, but you can output to multiple buckets. You can also
configure multiple workflows to output to different directories. 

Does MPS support video segmentation?

No, it doesn’t.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/266/33941
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Does MPS support HDR transcoding?

It supports converting H.264 HLG videos into HDR format. If you have other needs, please contact us by submitting a
ticket.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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How to obtain media metadata?

Please see DescribeMediaMetaData.

How to configure a time point screenshot task?

Through an API

For details, please see CreateSnapshotByTimeOffsetTemplate.

Via the console

1. Log in to the MPS console and click Workflow Management on the left sidebar.

2. Click Create Workflow to enter the workflow creation page and set the workflow name, trigger bucket, trigger
directory, output bucket, output directory, event notifications and configuration items.

3. Select Time point screenshot for Screencapturing Method. Please note that you can set the template name
and screenshot dimensions in template settings, but the time point must be configured in workflow settings. 

Screenshot template: You can choose time point screenshot, sampled screenshot, or image sprite screenshot and
select from the existing templates for each mode. For time point screenshot, you must also specify the time point. If

Features
Last updated：2022-06-06 12:25:01

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/37461
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33672
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/mps/workflows/add
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existing templates do not meet your needs, you can create new ones in Template Settings > Screenshot
Template.
Watermark template: You can add up to 4 watermarks to each transcoding task. If existing watermarks do not meet

your needs, you can create new ones in Template Settings > Watermark Template.

How to create a video analysis template?

MPS provides preset video analysis templates. You can also use a server API to create and manage custom video
analysis templates.

How to use video analysis templates?

1. Initiate a video analysis task. You can call an API to initiate a task or configure automatic triggering of a task
upon video upload.

2. After initiating a task, you can query the result synchronously or get the result asynchronously in the callback.

Can I query newly finished tasks using  ScrollToken ?

You may not be able to query newly finished tasks using the pagination flag parameter  ScrollToken  because the

tasks returned are sorted by creation time.

Note：
The pagination flag parameter  ScrollToken  is used when you paginate your queries. If it’s impossible to

query all tasks with one request, the API will return  ScrollToken , which should be passed in for the next

request so that it starts from the record following  ScrollToken .

How to query the task list?

For detailed directions, see the DescribeTasks API.

How are the tasks returned sorted?

The tasks returned are sorted by creation time. For details, see DescribeTasks.

How to add animated watermarks?

Convert animated images into APNG format, and add them as watermarks in workflow settings.

How to modify a watermark template?

For details, see the ModifyWatermarkTemplate API.

How to associate MPS with COS buckets?

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/mps/templates?tab=snapshot
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/mps/templates?tab=watermark
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33476
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/37470
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33643
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33643
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33646
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When configuring a workflow, select a trigger bucket, and videos uploaded to the selected bucket will be processed
automatically. For more information, see Workflow Management.

OCR results are generated for a video frame. How do I get the frame in question?

Use the  ProcessMedia  API to take a screenshot of the video at the specified time point.

1. Note the time point when OCR results are generated.
2. Pass the time point to the request parameter of  ProcessMedia : MediaProcessTaskInput >

SnapshotByTimeOffsetTaskInput.

How to grant access to COS?

MPS needs read and write access to COS in order to download and transcode videos in COS buckets as well as
upload files to buckets. Therefore, you need to create a service role and grant the role access to COS. 

Directions:

1. Log in to the MPS console and click Authorization Management on the left sidebar. Click Go to CAM to go to
the permission management page to grant the access. After MPS is authorized, the system will create a preset
service role and grant MPS relevant access. 

Note：

You cannot perform further operations in the MPS console before granting the access.

2. After authorization, return to the authorization management page, and you will see that the access has been
granted successfully. You can revoke the access granted by clicking Cancel Authorization to go CAM and

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33485
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33690
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/mps
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deleting the service role. 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/19388
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How do I receive callbacks?

To ensure service reliability and data security, MPS only supports CMQ callback notifications.

What do I do if I don't receive callbacks?

If you successfully uploaded a file but did not receive a notification containing the file transcoding result after a certain
amount of time, possible reasons include:

The workflow was not set up correctly. Please check the workflow settings.
If you initiated the transcoding task through an API and the call was successful, you can use the
DescribeTaskDetail API to query the task progress.
Message backlog in the task queue can cause prolonged processing or other service exceptions. You can submit a
ticket to query your queue status.

How do I set up callback?

MPS uses Tencent Cloud CMQ to send callback notifications containing the transcoding results. You need to activate
CMQ in advance and create a queue before you can receive transcoding callback notifications. In addition, you need
to grant MPS permission to write data into the queue. Then, you can set the corresponding queue parameters when
creating a workflow in the MPS Console. 

Does CMQ incur fees?

For CMQ-related usage and fee information, please see CMQ Cost Description.

Upload and Callback
Last updated：2021-11-25 16:23:33

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1041/33497
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/mps
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/406/13648
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What container formats and audio/video codecs do we support for transcoding?

We support the following video input formats:

Container Format Video Codec Audio Codec

MP4 H.264 and H.265 AAC

FLV H.264 and H.265 AAC

MOV H.264, H.265, and MPEG4 AAC

WMV WMV1 and WMV2 WMA1 and WMA2

MKV H264, VP8, and MPEG4 AAC

AVI H264, WMV1, WMV2, and MPEG4 AAC, WMA1, and WMA2

RMVB RV series RAAC and RACP

TS H.264, MP1V, and MP4V MP1, MP2, MP3, and MP4A

MPG MPEG1 and MPEG2 MP2

3GP H263 and MPEG4 AMR and AAC

We support the following video output formats:

Container Format Video Codec Audio Codec

MP4 H.264 and H.265 AAC

HLS H.264 and H.265 AAC

TS H.264 and H.265 AAC

FLV H.264 and H.265 AAC

DASH H.264 and H.265 AAC

We support the following audio input formats:

Download and Transcoding
Last updated：2021-11-25 16:23:34
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Container Format Audio CodecContainer Format Audio Codec

SILK SILK

AMR AMR

We support the following audio output formats:

Container Format Audio Codec

M4A AAC

MP3 LAME

Why wasn’t transcoding initiated?

Possible reasons and troubleshooting methods include:

Upload failed: File upload through a Tencent Cloud COS SDK or in the COS Console failed, and an HTTP error
code was returned (e.g.,  4XX  or  5XX ). In this case, no COS event notification will be triggered, and MPS will

not initiate a transcoding task. Please check whether the file is successfully uploaded.

Upload succeeded but did not trigger transcoding: Possible reasons include: No workflow was set up, or the
workflow was not set up correctly. Please check and make sure that the workflow is set up properly.

Why did the transcoding initiation fail?

Possible reasons and troubleshooting methods include:

Incorrect request parameters: If the API returns an error, please check the API parameters and make sure that
the API call is successful.
No authorization: If the API returns a permission-related error, please check whether you have granted MPS

permissions to COS and CMQ resources.

Why did transcoding fail?

Transcoding failure refers to a failure that occurs during any subtask. This includes transcoding, screencapturing,
watermarking, content recognition and content analysis. 
You can determine the error type based on the returned error code and message, as shown below:

Incorrect source file metadata or unsupported format.

Failed screencapturing (due to lack of video stream), unknown errors, etc.
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If the error is relevant to the source file, please check the file metadata and encoding parameters. For other error
types, please submit a ticket.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category

